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Welcome to the world of Subliminal Color by Concetta
Antico …
TM

Yesterday’s cosmetic color palette is traditional, composed of dimensionally simple
color blends which, although extend beyond monochromes, can lack emotional
complexity, and seem to rely on visually-hollow tones.
By comparison, Subliminal ColorTM involves innovative and dramatic ideas that speak
to emergent visual tendencies of beauty, in ways that inspire beautiful women of
today.
What is “Subliminal Color”?
Subliminal ColorTM is a new approach to cosmetic color palettes and cosmetic color
blending, that will extend your beauty regime into the next generation of color
cosmetics.
The approach is based on recent innovations in the scientific study of modern
human color perception which have discovered that even today human color
perception continues to evolve. This means that across all human beings advances
in color appreciation and the basis for color perception are at this moment taking
shape, and that individuals with a specific kind of color vision genetics (see Figure
1), who also have extensive exposure to training in color mediums, can experience
an enriched color sense. More importantly, given the right amount of expertise, it
Figure 1. Genetic sequences (L-opsin gene, Exon 3, codon
180) for Concetta Antico (CA) at top where the red arrow
indicates two variants (a red and black curve) showing the
genetic basis for tetrachromacy providing additional genes
for an extra long wavelength sensitive retinal photopigment
class. (Jameson et al, 2016)
Curved peaks depict the intensity of the
nucleotides (ddNTPs) observed in the DNA. Red arrows
emphasize where serine and alanine polymorphisms are
found.
Panels (TC) and (AW) respectively show two
normal color vision females with only one curve where
arrows indicate either the Alanine form (TC) or the Serine
form (AW) for the L-cone. Concetta Antico has the genes
for both forms, whereas the two control subjects, both
normal color vision trichromats, have only one form.

now seems possible that such individuals
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can share this new color appearance richness through a series of cosmetic palettes
designed to appeal to all human observers.
Science has shown that Concetta Antico has the precise form of color vision
genetics which along with a lifetime of color vision training and practice forms a
synergy permitting the ability to experience the kind of extended color perception
that is believed to be in our evolutionary pipeline (Jameson et al, 2016). In addition,
Concetta’s life long history or color use and teaching now permits her to translate
and visually communicate appreciation for this extraordinary color sense in ways
that all people can appreciate.
Figure 2. Concetta Antico’s empirically derived
filter (blue line) capturing her variation relative to
normal perception (participant AW), depicted in
CIEL*C*h space. The transformation is given by a
psychophysical function derived from spectral
measures (of 20 empirical conditions shown by
chromatic squares) as hue and luminance (CIELHc)
based on pixel RGB values, and is therefore based
entirely on the observed comparison of CA’s
empirical data with that of control subject AW.
Deviations from the unit circle (black line) indicate
regions where CA’s perception differed substantially
from normal. (Jameson et al, 2016)

Why call it “Subliminal Color”?
In its simplest terms, Subliminal Color are color palettes which individuals with
normal color vision sense as, compelling and true, congruent and harmonic. It is
complex color that appears to have both mystery and familiarity. It is inspired by
Concetta Antico, developed using her tetrachromat art techniques, and the
scientific principles brought forth by Dr. Kimberly A. Jameson, Director of the
Human Tetrachromacy Research Collaborative. These advances draw on Antico’s
abilities to (i) enjoy an enriched color appearance experience, and (ii) visually
translate her extension of color richness into color appearance that can be
experienced by all. Subliminal Color is everything that good color design should
communicate to a cosmetics consumer, but which goes beyond what’s typical, using
features that seem intangible and difficult to articulate for a normal color observer,
but which feel exactly right.
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The term Subliminal Color makes reference to “sub-threshold perception” — or,
perceptual experiences below a normal threshold for detectability. But lets be
clear: In no way does this imply that Subliminal Color is invisible! On the
contrary, Subliminal Color takes what might be a normal color palette, and
systematically imbues that palette with features that uniquely extend normal color
experience in ways that are congruent with Concetta’s color experience and her
scientific results (see Figure 2). The consequence is a natural extension of what
already exists through normal color vision, but which is deeper, richer color that
can be appreciated by all.
This approach is possible because Concetta’s richer color experience has been
empirically studied, quantified and modeled by Dr. Jameson with perceptual filters,
and her paintings have been shown to make use of those empirically observed
differences in ways that accentuate and beautifully translate color with
overwhelming universal appeal. Applying further knowledge from color science,
colorimetry, and a knowledge from a life of teaching color theory and working
intimately with pigments and materials, permits the design of a systematic
procedure for creating exciting new palettes.
The manner by which this is specifically achieved as a cosmetic palette is complex,
but it involves processes that tap shared dimensions of color, and increase
complexity of shared palettes through layering and color veiling using gamut
mapping. The result is a way communicating extensions of color depth and
complexity that exactly align with the universal dimensions of color experience that
all normal color vision individuals experience. The insights needed for this to
happen have been accumulated over years of teaching her fine art pupils to render
“unspoken color” in their painting, and through creating original works of art that
emphasize novel relationships among colors that emotionally excite and embrace
her normal color vision audience. In this way Concetta’s color experience, with its
empirically demonstrated potential tetrachromat difference, is shared and
appreciated by a wide audience of observers, and the colors she creates, while
imbued with “subliminal” tonal traces and chromatic whispers, are real, tangible,
lyrical and emotionally compelling in ways that parallel the color palettes of
impressionist artists.
What are some of the features one can expect of a “Subliminal Color”
cosmetic palette?
1. Relative to the color space of normal normal observers:
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Subliminal Color color palettes can …
(i) Translate Concetta’s specific forms of perceptual color balance and
complementation (that are imparted by her extra visual photopigments) for normal
observers, providing analogous increases in color dimensionality through color
veiling and tonal layering.
(ii) Achieve “complexification” of achromatic tonal bases through palettes
designs that use underlying achromatics tinged with colors (e.g., a black pigment is
never absolutely black — see Concetta’s painting “Tetrachromat Moon”; and white
is never simply just white — see “Crystal Star”). Today, as never before, such effects
can be achieved using cosmetically appropriate Nano pigment technologies, which
Concetta’s team has investigative as an innovative tool for next-generation color.
(iii) Reinvent colors that might have sufficed in last year’s color palette, by
adding warmed or cooled dimensions, or rendering them tonally “wet” or “dry”, as
appropriate to the tonal bias of the set (e.g., the rose tones of blush and coral can
be warmed with gold undertones, whereas other color values across color space will
be accented with silver highlights; or iridescence will be employed to impart the
dew of youth, or to “complexify” colors with undertones that shift and entice in
appealing ways).
And,
(iv) Provide generality using procedures that systematically provide color
effects for a wide range of skin tone variations (cf. L’ORÉAL’s “chromosphere®"
and “geography of skin color” approach).
2. Palettes can be thematic and unifying:
Subliminal Color color palettes will …
(i) Unify the process using a palette creation approach across skin tones:
Palettes will be created by Concetta using a general method that applies across
variation in skin tones. Science has shown that all human skin tones map into a
restricted region of two-dimensional color space (see Xiao et al 2016, and Figure
3). This fact allows Subliminal Color techniques to generalize any enrichments
Concetta projects into color space, across any range that applies to existing skin
tone types.
(ii) Define cosmetic “wardrobes” according to appropriate themes: Palettes
created can emphasize thematic variations commonly found in the cosmetic
industry (e.g, “dramatic”, “natural”, “techno”, “goth”, etc.). In addition, color
palette combinations and harmonies appropriate for day-time cosmetics might be
too subtle for use in the red tones at sunset, or under the diminished color ranges at
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night. Thematic variations can follow Concetta’s interpretation of the effects of
the daylight locus (Planckian Locus) or can be nudged to emphasize areas of color
space that increase emotion and drama.

Figure 3. Top-left panel: MacBeth ColorChecker SG shows 14 flesh tones (central to rows 7 & 8) typically
used by video industry for display calibration. Bottom-left panel: The same 14 tones measured and
plotted as reflectance spectra seem considerably different when spectral reflectance is considered. Topright panel: However, shown plotted in the CIELAB color plane all 14 tones are shown to be fairly similar
in CIELAB (a*b*) values, with the primary factor carrying the variation being the luminance dimension.
Bottom-right panel: Concetta’s empirical results indicate the greatest dimensional differences she
exhibits are in the quadrant of the color space where the skin tone (a*, b*) chromaticities plot. Thus, based
on these properties, tetrachromat transformations that can be programmed for creating palettes for one skin
tone can be generalized to make similar creative combinations specific to other skin tones. (Jameson et al,
2016)

In Sum:
Based on her genetically endowed color expertise Concetta Antico has honed her
intimate connection with color into the universal color sense that she
communicates to the masses through her art and teaching. Concetta’s fine art
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practice has developed ways to design palettes layered with color dimensionality
that universally appeal to beauty experts and non experts alike.
Science may be at the core of the Subliminal Color creation process. However, while
science says that humans love color because of their genes, you don’t have to even
like science to fall inexorably in love with color palettes that will engage your senses
at a cellular level.
The art inspired innovation of color palettes arising from Concetta’s disruptive, yet
highly desirable, color insights — Subliminal Color will likely be the defining
cosmetic color for the next generation of beauty.
For super compelling, super natural color that extends your beauty regime beyond
the routine. Evolve your beauty routine with Subliminal ColorTM .

Cultivating “Subliminal Color” awareness through teaching?
Bringing a greater appreciation for color and imparting color expertise to all
observers (even color deficient individuals!) has been central to Concetta Antico’s
fine art teaching program. A completely novel offering exists for providing for the
development of color experts in your organization through a program of Subliminal
ColorTM specifically for your company. Subliminal ColorTM principles could be taught,
and color coaching and perspective could be provided by Concetta, for individuals
on your team who are your current “color gurus” (including those who might want
to explore their own genetic assessment or color perception testing with expert
color vision scientists). The aim of this offering is to extend the wisdom of
Subliminal ColorTM principles throughout your organization, to achieve maximum
impact for a home grown color revolution.
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